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Editorial
Valued Readers,

After a short break, we are back again this time with a new edition ofnEkaashara. This edition, the 

first one in 2017 is focusing on “Innovations in Learning and Development.”

Organizations need to innovate faster to stay ahead of the curve. To innovate faster, organizations 

need to learn faster than competition. Traditionally, L&D function has been enabling organizational 

learning. However, the game is changing. Today, it is not enough for L&D to just enable 

organizational learning. Now L&D has to enable Organizations to learn faster. L&D functions need 

to keep churning out new learning solutions to enable their workforce to keep pace with new  

echnology, new business models, new rules of business.

Well, the changes today are not  restricted only to technology or business models. These changes 

now have permeated the workplace and the workforce. Today’s workforce is global. It is mobile. 

This workforce is characterized by diversity. There are baby-boomers, Gen-X, millennials and Gen-Y 

working together. People belonging to different nationalities and different cultural backgrounds, 

speaking different languages are part of the same workforce. So this wide range of diversities in 

the workforce today means that people have different learning styles, tastes and preferences.

The above facts highlight the complexities for the L&D practitioner. The Learning leaders now 

need to think ‘Different’ and think ‘Big” to become effective in this complex business environment. 

In the other words, they need to innovate.

Hope you would enjoy this edition of Ekaakshara.

Happy Reading ! !

Regards.

Surya Prakash Mohapatra

Chief Editor  ||   Twitter: pmsurya   ||   Email: suryapm@yahoo.co.in
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Training describes an outside-in approach to providing known quantifiable content, while learning, 
especially social learning, describes an inside-out process that originates with the learner’s desire to 
know. A clouding of roles has occurred between the learner and the teacher.  We are all ‘prosumers’ 
(a mix of consumer and producer) now, with just as much ability to create, support, and publish 
our thoughts to theories as anyone else.  The teacher and learners’ roles have combined to create a 
continuous learning environment.

Another really beautiful thing happening in the L&D space is the new face of Mentoring. My Dad got 
retired from his job as a CGM of a leading bank in India last month. He was known in his organization 
for his depth of knowledge and for being an inspiration to many. Post his retirement the company 
has started a private YouTube channel in their intranet where-in they create videos of experienced 
people sharing their experience or expertise on a particular subject. Those videos are streamed later 
for employees for on-boarding, process training etc.

Patricia Romeo of Deloitte in one of the interviews talks about how her organization has fully 
embraced the notion of social learning. They have launched an in-house social network for all their 
employees to get to know each other. New joinees can easily find people who went to the same 
college they did, same town they grew up or may be same hobbies they share. This definitely would 
be helping to turn unfriendly and detached ‘first days’ to be warm and hospitable. Isn’t it?

Another area is Project Management. Companies have started using the free tool of wiki to create 
both private and public wikipages that employees can constantly update.  Wiki allows a group to 
make changes to a shared web page.  Wikipedia is the largest wiki in the world; however many 
companies use smaller wikis to keep conversation and projects constantly discussed.

Conclusion
Since childhood, I have been taught that ‘Learning is a continuous process’. Trust me, I could never 
relate to it – neither as a student not as a facilitator. As a student, I used to forget what I have learnt in 
the last semester and as a facilitator I find my trainees making the same mistake again and again even 
after getting trained err.. Getting ‘certified’! However; I see a ray of hope now with the development 
of technology and with organizations and we as individuals, openly embarrassing this change. Every 
time I open the WhatsApp group of L&D Global I learn a new thing. Now learning has become a 
real-time activity, wherein it is a continuous process; not a special event. Organizations needs to 
radically reassess their notion of L&D, ensuring that they are on a constant mission to move to a 
more shared, collaborative, and organic development process, a process which allows all of us to 
be teachers and students again.  Then we will really seize the spirit of the new L&D department – a 
continuous learning hub.

About the Author
The Bangalore based author is a passionate training professional having experience in financial and 
leadership training. She is a social media enthusiast and blogger. She has authored articles for many 
journals and news dailies. She has also developed content for training consultancy majors. She likes 
travelling and photography and is currently working as the Behavioural Competency Lead of L&T 
Infotech; Bangalore. She can be reached at abhipsha.misra@gmail.com
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The world is witnessing enormous changes in the business economy and the way we connect.  The 
changes may not be much of a shock to most as Thomas Friedman warned us exhaustively in his 
book “The World Is Flat” few years ago. However; I am not sure whether we are consciously aware 
about the changes taking place right within the periphery of our organizations. The changes I am 
trying to portray have got little to do with the macro business environment. I’m talking about the 
transformation in how we learn, as adults, as employees, even as a community. Learning is under a 
huge transformation stage as we enter a new “culture of sharing.”

The L&D departments, with the common mission of building competencies for the workforce and 
sustaining them, we tend to skip catching the cultural transformation shifts. Usually, we are left 
in the dark and out of the loop.  We get wedged in our veteran style of learning with despotic 
management and bureaucracy-driven tendencies for a “lectern to learner” teaching style.  Infact at 
times to minimise the fear of opposition to accept a change, we spurn the idea to find novel and 
astute ways to teach and learn.  This new transformation into a culture of sharing or culture of “New 
social learning,” as Bingham and Conner describe in their book, ‘The New Social Learning’, might be 
just the ticket.

New Social Learning is simply using the social media platforms and tools to facilitate knowledge 
transfer and connect people in a way consistent with how we naturally interact. It is a product of 
three uniting workforce trends.  These include:

. The growing prospects for individual connection through new social media tools
 Evolving prospects from the paradigm shift in workforce demographics, and
 Collective spread of commissioned technology

With these trends in place we are observing an intense rise in our collective thinking, teamwork, 
and capacity to grow; we are observing a more hybrid IQ.

Microsharing is the class of social software tools that enables people to update one another with 
short bursts of text, links, and multimedia through stand-alone applications. For example; using 
Twitter as a feedback receiving tool not only helps the process to be available at ease but also sets a 
connect with the millennials; and why millennials even people in their 40s are able to set a connect 
to this idea. Look into tools like Rypple, en.dorse me and Coworkers.com – they are few of the new 
feedback tools that provide real-time performance feedback.

Why only feedback, L&D Global’s twitter handle organizes ‘Chat with Expert’ session (#LnDTalk). 
It is a kind of mini-training session on one topic. That’s the new face of learning. My favourite 
mircosharing platform currently is the Tweetdeck.  It is a platform that allows Twitter users to look 
at multiple streams of information at one time.

Organizations are developing internal platforms just like Facebook which they use for online 
sessions where it is not just the trainer who facilitates a session but the participants also share 
related articles, blog-posts and raises queries which results in collective thinking and learning.



Walking down the dreadful streets of Kamathipura, seeing the innocent faces and the seeking eyes 
of thousands who were awaiting their revival was a distressing experience. That’s when the learning 
professional in me nudged me into action and left my curious mind with a thought to ponder on. 
That’s when I was struck with a pragmatic solution of honing the skills and creating mentors who 
would hold these tiny aspiring hands and pave ways to their development. I always had an option 
of staying connected through skype. All we needed was an internet and a laptop which was offered 
by an NGO that was working relentlessly for their cause.
I was marveled at the way technology has transformed the course of transforming lives. Learning 
and Development professionals have indeed observed the swerve in the learning patterns among 
human resources. The challenges involved in the retention of the learned behaviors and motivating 
employees to enhance the cycle of learning is amplifying. The primary aim of L&D as a function is to 
encourage and support effective coaching with the intent to maximize individual and consequently 
the organizational performance. Therefore the learning activities have to be aligned with the core 
business and render opportunities in more lithe ways – no one type fits all approach. Through eras, 
one has witnessed the evolution of several learning strategies and the emergence of best practices 
in learning. We have experienced theorists widening their horizons to come up with various models 
on effective learning, We have also seen these theories, models and strategies being unable to 
withstand the thrash and become irrelevant thereby making way for revolutionary initiatives. 
Fostering a learning culture among organizations has never been as taxing as now.

The Calling Need for Innovation in Learning and Development.

Some of the challenges that have compelled L&D to embrace innovation are the demographics 
or the diversity all across, rapid growth of technology, well informed learners and the increasing 
talent churn. The 21st century has witnessed a flux due to the altering demographics. The baby 
boomers are in large numbers retiring and ripening and the zealous confident Gen has made an 
enthralling entry. The learning patterns or imbibing techniques of both these generations are 
incongruous. The former is comfortable with classroom set up and group sessions whereas the 
latter is influenced by self paced learning. The Gen X and Gen Y demand small learning packages 
since they are multi focused as compared to the baby boomers that had the higher concentration 
spans and the ability to be away from distractions and engagements during the sessions. Coaching 
and facilitation has made its way over teaching. Similarly theory has been replaced by experiential 
learning. It’s a challenge for the trainers and coaches to provide information that the learners don’t 
have or have already learned about. That’s when the focus has shifted from providing knowledge to 
scaling the participants on the application or the usage of knowledge. The old adage ‘Knowledge 
is Power’ can be now altered to ‘Applied Knowledge is Power’. A wider wedge between knowledge 
and execution has been built by the rapid advancements of technology in many organizations. 
Conventional knowledge systems failed to keep the pace with the increasing innovation and 
discoveries of new realms in science and technology.  Mounting talent turnovers in corporations 
has raised yet another obstacle in retaining the learnings in an organization thus impinging on 
the existing basic knowledge processes. This has twisted the organization’s arm to institute the 
retention contracts to recover some return on investments on the trainings provided.

TRANSFORMING 
TO 

TRANSFORM

Kirti Mutreja
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Lead by Example

Let’s consider a case where the application of blended learning strategy fetched colossal output. 
The West Midlands Police Authority realized the need to offer professional interventions for their 
business managers. The organization aimed to craft an initial batch of coaches who would be able 
to facilitate leadership training to their peers. This would prove beneficial not only to those gaining 
the aptitude or qualification, but also to the organization by reducing the cost of future training. 
A program to meet the internal competencies of the business managers was fabricated by the 
university. A qualification framework was structured  which allowed successful candidates to attain 
a postgraduate qualification certificate in Management Practice from Coventry University and a 
Diploma in Leadership and Management (Level 5) from the Chartered Management Institute. The 
course encompassed blended learning and the trainee coaches observed a professional coach in 
the workplace. While it was a practical learning course, it also included theory on the nuances of 
coaching.
In quintessence while organizations should incline employees and engage them with traditional 
approach of learning like classroom, mentoring coaching, book reviews e learning, creating share 
points. It is crucial to comprehend the learning patterns and advance these learning styles to meet 
the needs of the hour and the organization.

About the Author
The Mumbai based author is the founder of Virtuoso Learning Solutions. She is a fervent professional 
who intends to keep exploring new realms in learning and development. Her ideology is to adopt 
a new-fangled approach which strives to bridge the gap between academics and corporate by 
nurturing students and working professionals in identifying and upgrading their competencies. 
She can be reached at ___________________

Kolb has distinctly elicited the three stages of learning
 Sensing and Feeling
 Watching and Reflecting 
 Thinking and Doing

His theory has indeed empowered the learning professionals to present the learning in a structured 
and sequenced way thereby making it an intervention than seeing it as a one-off transaction. To 
meet the various learning needs and the desired outcomes of any organization, it has become 
alarming to formulate effective strategies and battle the multi faceted challenges of today. This has 
given rise to the need of fabricating a learning model which encompasses of concrete experience, 
reflective observation, intangible conceptualization and active trialing or experimentation. It is 
assumed that for the learning to be imbibed and instilled it has to be reinforced and the learner 
needs to go through the weaves of learning.

Some Innovative Learning Strategies

Some illustrations of innovative learning strategies at work would be creating voluntary groups of 
like -minded people who would engage employees in sharing the best practices in selected areas 
creating room for knowledge sharing and facilitating learning. There is no elected coach/ trainer 
rather every participant has something to bring to the table. All that has to be looked upon is the 
encouragement of the participative approach where every member is expected to share at least one 
insight and respect others for their perspectives and pool of knowledge. Promoting such groups can 
ensure the application of the learned skills at work in a harmonious way. Since it’s the technology 
age and the Gens are at their best, engaging people through social media can be nurturing. Social 
networking sites can serve as a platform to discuss the learnings and execution challenges post 
training without inhibitions. Employees do not hesitate on sharing their thoughts as it spears their 
individualism. Personal coaching virtually indeed is becoming a huge success. Blending classroom 
training with peer mentoring has also helped sustaining the learning. The classroom trainings 
usually leave the participants keyed up because of the energy packed experiential activities and 
the flair of the facilitator. However the zeal diminishes over a week and participants tend to fall 
back to their original behaviors. To combat this, post training mentoring by colleagues can indeed 
help to rewire the learning and its application. The participants can be paired, asked to observe 
their partners, to suggest the areas of improvement; appreciate each other and share effective 
feedback. This result in extended learning beyond classroom and getting participants committed 
to strengthen their learning.
It is believed that learning occurs when a problem creeps up. People tend to evolve new strategies 
and techniques to combat problems and challenges. This can also be applied at work. Pose a 
problem, encourage the employees to brainstorm and come up with different ways of resolving it. 
This brings the group together for an innovation work out session, help them derive their learning 
and apply this to their work thus making them more efficient and effective.
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On the evening of January 9, 2016 sitting in my living room I was half involved in the conversation 
with my sister and my friend, and half of my mind was thoughtful about the responsibility bestowed 
on me by the chief editor of ‘Ekaakshara’; Mr. Surya Mohapatra, to write an article on the Innovations 
in Learning and Development. It was a general discussion about the developments in science and 
how far have we come. There may be differences in the opinion if we moved forward or backward, 
but there are few remarkable observations too.

There were many things which we used to do so naturally that it never looked science. Making of 
pickle for preserving vegetables and fruits without using artificial preservatives, use of ‘Rangoli’ 
in aangan with natural colors which ideally were made from herbs which helps in disinfection of 
house, treatment of stomach ache by tying a thread on the toes and many such practices are the 
examples - Truly simplified but highly scientific inherently.  The best part is most of them came with 
incentives; in one of the cases above it was the added flavor and in the other it was the decoration 
of house. 

All this may sound funny but the essence is - the knowledge was widespread and simplified. People 
would share it without complicating it.

The key takeaway - Simplification, Reach and Sharing are the ingredients of the process of L&D. 

Another key aspect which is continuously discussed by Anthony (Tony) Buzan in his work as an 
author and as speaker is Natural Vs Normal Learning. He has established an interesting contrast: 
“Anything that is conventional or is practiced largely and we start following without questioning 
is normal. However, the one that we do as a choice on the basis of our likes or after identifying 
it on the basis of our own reasoning is natural’’. The contrast is simple yet unique, it empowers 
individuals to question the standard practices and take informed decisions. The contrast never 
questions the validity or correctness of normal but it helps us to gain insight and hence confidence 
in what we acquire or choose to do, because now we do it with a rationale.

The distinction above establishes the importance of experiential learning and questioning.

Apart from the findings that are common to individuals, academia and corporate; there are issues 
that are unique for the workplaces and they need to be addressed at various levels by the Learning 
and Development teams. Including Employee Motivation, Employee Development, Building 
Capability; and all this without pulling out people from their operational/production activities; 
the HR professionals really face challenges here as doing that means loss of productivity for the 
operations team.

Another increasing challenge with change in times is to match pace with the technological 
developments to ensure that the employees are ready to take up newer tasks and perform.

Now the question is, how should we apply these findings in academia and corporate?

Innovation in 
Learning and 
Development

Amit Jindal
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 Reaching out to each individuals in a defined time
 Identifying and addressing Needs
 Effective Internal Communication
 Continuing Growth and Development

Innovative solutions like the Knowledge sharing platform http://quizential.in have been designed 
with a progressive thought process. The effectiveness of internal communication is maintained by 
forming private groups where the members (Employees) could share their experiences and hence 
build a knowledge bank for others to follow. It is a great tool to facilitate open communication 
across the institution that too in a controlled environment.

The Quizzing has always had the adrenaline rush for people of all ages. It is a great way of 
generating positive competition and quest for knowledge. At the same time it helps people with 
self assessment and motivates them to learn more.

Artificial Intelligence of such technical tools can help to continuously measure the interest, expertise 
and the learning curve of the people in specific areas by providing insights on various activities 
performed by them. Open and free access to dynamic content helps individuals in self evaluation 
and self paced learning.

The importance of Learning and Development and its share in budget allocation has always been 
a matter of discussion as it has been difficult to clearly define the return on investment. In most 
cases all the improvement in Top Line and Bottom line is credited to the efforts of the Operations/
Production, and sales departments. The researchers, entrepreneurs and progressive professionals 
have come a long way in designing solutions that are inclusive and facilitate open learning. 
However, the ownership still lies with the stake holders in the corporate to make use of innovations 
in learning and development for the benefit of the organization.

About the Author

The Ghaziabad based author is the founder and CEO of Quizential.  He has an extensive experience 
with Process Transition, Team and Process Management, Risk management and compliance, 
data and information security (ISMS), and data analysis for process improvement. A stint as an 
entrepreneur has exposed him to various challenges ranging from conceptualizing the idea, Product 
Development, Marketing and People Development. He can be reached at ___________________

With time the researchers in the field of cognitive sciences have done various studies and hence 
have come up with innovative ways of making learning and development more effective. The idea 
has been to make the learning more interactive, and fun. Let’s look at some of the innovative ways 
to facilitate knowledge:

Peer to Peer Learning

This unique method brings people together to form closed groups and have discussions around 
various topics. Every individual with different experiences of life develops different opinions around 
various subjects. In peer to peer group discussions, everybody gets a chance to share their opinion 
and reflect upon it. The trust developed during these meetings helps in a neutral afterthought 
which may be done consciously or subconsciously. Whatever the level of consciousness of the 
person may be, but it significantly adds to the development of every individual.

Learning and Development Global is one such initiative where all the professionals from HR and 
L & D space come together for collaborative learning. Here members are motivated to share their 
thoughts and work. There is complete freedom of speech on the subjects relevant to the group.  
The monthly meetings are organized for close group discussions and brainstorming sessions.

Community based Service Learning

This is an exceptional way of mixing fun learning and experiential learning. The practice involves 
the participants into an act of building, that too for the benefit of the destitute. ‘Working Weekends 
on Organic Forms’ (http://www.wwoofindia.org) is one such initiative where volunteers are allowed 
to live and learn on organic farms. Host (the farmer) and the volunteers help each other to make 
healthier world.

There are several other startup companies in India where they organize hiking trips to the remote 
places, where volunteers contribute in civil construction work and that for the development of 
clean, efficient and portable electronic equipments.

Institutions themselves can organize various community service activities as part of their CSR 
commitments and have their employees participate in them.

While such initiatives help the hosts (in this case farmers and villagers) with multiple tangible 
benefits in terms of money, shelter, power generation, access to technology, knowledge etc., it 
helps the volunteers to be more creative, learn on the job that too while having fun.

Use of Technology

Technological solutions are an answer to problems related to talent development and employee 
engagement with scalability, flexibility and efficiency. For instance;
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The Learning & Development (L&D) function in an organization typically sits with the HR function 
or in business and, in some cases, is stand-alone. L&D has focused on leadership development, 
training methodologies, soft skills training, technical training and the like. All these have been 
focused on developing people across the organization. These L&D teams come with solid HR 
backgrounds, the ability to deal with people with ease, an understanding of how to do workshops 
in a non-threatening way, etc. They are essentially teams that can make a difference to the people 
in the organization and come with skill sets for that.

Robotics and the large-scale automation of the services sector will begin to change all that. As 
more and more jobs get replaced by robots and other machines in the services sector, complexity 
has started setting in on how to deal with transactions that need discretion, knowledge of country 
legal requirements, or other specific knowledge that is not typically rules-based. One of the 
obstacles to automation is that most of the transactions are not same but similar. They are rules-
based but most of the rules are in the heads of the people who do these transactions. Moreover, 
from my experience, over 60% of transactions need some amount of data manipulation, thought 
and experience to process. Apart from these, with most operations – process, processing and 
technology back offices – geographically dispersed, we have significantly increased risk, and there 
is a need for better business controls. 

So, how will these robots do that?

Some companies have begun to attack this problem using technology – the concept of machine 
learning. They try and pump as many types and volume of data and transactions through the system 
so that the machine starts learning by itself and over a period of time, will recognize and process 
many types of transactions. The same will apply to risk management as more and more algorithms 
are written for machines to handle the ingenuity of humans. Let me give you an example. Let us 
say that I can approve purchase orders of a maximum value of $10,000. The robot processing an 
order for $9,500 approved by me will let it through. We may need to teach the robot to also check 
how many orders have I signed off that are less than $10,000: are they to the same supplier or 
to group companies of the same supplier, etc. These additional checks and balances need to be 
built into the robots so that business controls are exercised simultaneously as the transactions are 
processed. These can be done with the help of machine learning programs.

It is stated that over 70% of global transactions will get automated over the next decade and will 
be between machines. So, whilst the question arises as to what humans would do, I was thinking 
of what the L&D teams would do. They will have more machines to train than human beings. 
Given they are used to training humans, what skill sets would be needed for these teams to train 
machines?

9

The New Age Learning and 
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WEARABLE DEVICES: THE NEXT 
BIG THING IN LEARNING?

Anjana KarumathilThe way things are going, it appears that the future L&D team members will be computer science 
engineers and those with a background of data sciences. These people, along with domain experts, 
will be writing up programs and algorithms and using completed transactions to train machines 
to understand and learn their jobs. The skill sets needed will be completely different – no more 
workshops, no more motivational quotes, no more warm up exercises, no more off-sites – all these 
will give way to these L&D teams sitting remotely and working through different business and/or 
transactional scenarios and training the robots to recognize patterns and do their work.
Of course, organizations will continue to train their employees and we will need the L&D teams 
as we see today – but, the numbers needed will be much less than they are today. Looks like it is 
time for our L&D friends to start learning computer programming, mathematics, statistics and pure 
sciences!

About the Author

The Bangalore-based author has successfully managed starting up, growing and maintaining 
businesses, managing P&Ls and Cost Centers, Front Line (Sales, Marketing), Product Development & 
Innovation, Consulting and Functional Experience such as Accounting, Business Finance, Operations, 
Technology and Risk. His industry exposure includes Audit & Accounting Practice, Consulting (FMCG, 
Agriculture, Airlines, Manufacturing), Government, Manufacturing, Technology and Banking. He can 
be reached at ___________
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Can you imagine a child’s excitement when her favorite character greets her with a birthday gift? 
Wearables make such incredible experiences possible.

Most wearable devices use Intel’s Edison – a microchip the size of a 2 Rupee coin, which houses 
an entire operating system. You may have heard of Nixie – a camera that jumps from your wrist 
and positions itself mid-air to click your best selfie or BabyBe – a towel that transmits mothers’ 
heartbeats to premature babies in incubators to calm them. These are just a few transformative 
wearable devices built using Edison.

How does wearable tech influence Learning & Development?
Wearable tech enhances organizational learning in many ways; I’ve listed three.

#1 Narrating complex tasks: Surgeons in the US have begun using head-mounted wearables 
while conducting surgery. As the surgeon narrates each step, the camera captures the nuances of 
the procedure ‘as he sees it’. This first-person view makes learning possible to a greater degree: 
which way did the surgeon turn? What instruments did he use?  Was he confused? How did he 
handle unforeseen complications? Students of surgery can observe this unprecedented level of 
detail from around the world.

Mechanics at Diamler Chrysler operate similarly when they encounter any unusual problems with 
Mercedes Benz cars. The mechanic turns on his wearable and records the steps he takes to solve 
the problem. This is added to a video repository which other mechanics can access in real time 
using their wearables when they encounter a similar situation.

#2 Enhancing contextual learning: Providing the right level of information in the right 
context at the right time goes a long way in enhancing human capability in the workplace.

DAQRI (www.daqri.com) is a US-based startup that manufactures augmented reality helmets 
for industries. The digital helmet automatically senses a worker’s location within the facility and 
identifies gadgets in his immediate environment. For example, if he walks into a repair yard for 
jet planes, the sensors in his helmet capture that. The helmet automatically inspects hundreds of 
mechanical components in the vicinity, identifies faulty parts and displays them on an attached 
retractable lens. A step-by-step solution is also displayed; the worker only needs to execute these 
steps. What would have taken hours of painstaking research is now resolved in minutes!

#3 Targeted coaching: Projects like ‘Glass in Class’ prove that the traditional model of paper-
based evaluation is dead. L&D professionals can use wearables to administer micro-tests online 
and collect live feedback. They can assess engagement and comprehension in real time and adapt 
program delivery on-the-go. More engaging sessions = Greater recall = Increased application of 
content on-the-job.  

Companies now use wearables to onboard new hires by giving them an immersive introduction 
experience. Employee directories and training materials are pre-loaded onto a wearable device 
equipped with facial recognition technology, making it easier for the employee to recognize 

Imagine this:

A mobile company receives customer complaints about poor call quality in a particular area. The 
technician assigned to the problem travels to the faulty tower. He climbs two hundred feet to the 
top and discovers an issue he has not encountered before. Sitting atop the tower, he clicks on his 
head-mounted device, connects to the company’s solution repository and speaks some keywords. 
A few solutions pop up on his screen. He finds the right one and solves the problem. A few voice 
commands later, he speaks with his supervisor who validates that service has been restored. Time 
to celebrate a job well done!

Sounds like science fiction? Try the next one. 

Imagine a classroom. The teacher clicks a button on her headgear and projects a presentation on 
a wall. No wires! She walks around the room as she speaks. Are the students bored? She asks a 
multiple choice question. Students select answers on their tablets. She instantly sees each student’s 
response and an aggregate of how many students answered the question correctly. Oops! Only 
50% has grasped this topic! She asks her device to open an animated YouTube video that explains 
the concept. That should help them.

This was a real-life experiment called ‘Glass in Class’ conducted by Adam Winkle, winner of the Golden 
Apple Award for teaching excellence. He reported a 36% increase in students’ comprehension 
solely from the use of Google Glass in the classroom. Students use them to record how they solve 
math problems and instantly upload videos that their classmates can reuse. Teachers use them to 
measure learning effectiveness.

So, What Are Wearables? 

The term ‘wearable’ encompasses a vast range of computing devices that integrate with the human 
body. These include head-mounted displays (like Google Glass), smartwatches and fitness bands. 
They can even be embedded into clothing or footwear.

Wearables are opening up possibilities in hands-free computing. Using simple voice commands 
(or in some cases, a heartbeat!), they provide access to electronic resources and enable real-time 
communication in situations where using laptops or smartphones is infeasible. They blur the 
human-computer divide, making us a part of our computing devices and boosting engagement 
like never before.

Disneyworld offers customers MagicBands – wearable wristbands that authenticate their visits to 
the park, monitor usage of rides and register payments at park hotels. Customers spend less time 
waiting in queues and enjoy being wallet-free within park premises. Based on the rides used by 
a family, Disney determines the location and favorite cartoon of every child visiting the facility. 

Wearable technology is real. It is happening around us right now.
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LEARNING
TO INNOVATE

colleagues and recall concepts during the first few days on the job.
Wearables also provide just-in-time coaching. Drivers of heavy vehicles use wearables while traveling 
long distances; the device monitors their driving and gives immediate instructions in case of any 
errors.

I believe wearables are much more than the next big fad; they will transform how we live and 
work. Once wearables are fully integrated into the Internet of Things, they will revolutionize how 
employees and organizations learn.

Are YOU ready to wear your learning on your sleeve?

About the Author

The Bangalore based author is a Talent Development Professional. She can be reached at 
_________________
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Diverse Content:
Content should be picked from different disciplines and not only from a specific channel or maybe 
even website!! When developing content, expand your mental horizons, study/observe and include 
different disciplines. For example, recently when I was to develop and facilitate a Succession 
Planning learning journey for senior professionals, I included some of the laws of physics; am 
originally a student of arts and literature!

Fresh Content:
Books and epics such as Mahabharta, Ramayan, Odyssey etc. and people and legends such as 
Krishan, Jesus, Arjun, even Karl Jung have contributed so much to what we are today. They’ve 
definitely set benchmarks and helped us learn more about us and human behavior. We must also 
now look beyond their stories and studies too. Current times have brought so much change to the 
way an average human perceives and behaves; and this change is primarily because of technology 
and the internet. We need to create content now based on fresh stories, studies and observations. 
We must also actively experiment and not just read books; there should be a balance between the 
two.

Learning & Development as a discipline needs much innovation; actually, it needs to keep up with its 
own principle that it develops itself. We should be actively serving as facilitators and experimenters 
in this process.

About the Author

The ____ based author has been in Learning and Talent Development domain for past 13 years and 
has worked across industries and verticals. She is Principal Consultant at Collaborative Climate where 
she actively designs and delivers innovative solutions for focused yet wholesome development of 
personnel for a Collaborative Spirit. She can be reached at_______________

Do you think kids need books to study?

Take a minute to think about this and write your answer on a piece of paper – you can type it too if 
you are more a smart-phone or a digital person!

Did you consider it a possibility that the kids these days may not really need a book to study and 
learn?

What do you think are the other methods for learning?

You are right; note your answer somewhere again!

So what are the other methods that you considered? YouTube, Travels, Games, Play…??

Full marks for that! 

Innovation in Learning is not that difficult and not a rocket science actually because Learning itself 
is innovative in nature. It’s we who put methods and processes around it. And sure why not, that’s 
what Structured Learning is all about too.

Innovation in Learning can be about two aspects – content or methodology.

The example above is about method you may use to teach a kid while the content may stay same 
across the methods you choose.

When I started getting deeper into my profession in Learning & Development, I realized that while 
we must focus on innovative methods let’s say by using Multiple Intelligences, we should also 
innovate by developing Diverse and Fresh content.
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There once was a time when students would file into a classroom, at an appointed time, to be met 
by a teacher who would deliver information for a set period. The students would make notes, and 
at the end of the lesson, pack away their notebooks and wander out, probably forgetting much 
of what happened in the previous hour. That model has been in place for years and still exists 
throughout most of the world.

However, a few years ago a revolution started. It’s still in its infancy, and has as many critics as 
supporters. It’s allowed students to work at their own pace. It’s allowed teachers to deliver when 
they are not even there. It’s created opportunities that never existed before. Of course, it’s facilitated 
by the Internet and digital technology, but also by changes in educational theory. Learning styles, 
which used to be described as “Visual, Auditory and Kinesthetic” have been found to have no basis 
in neuroscience. There is no such thing as a “visual learner”. Although people may have preferences 
about the way in which they receive information, learning styles do not exist. That means that the 
way in which we present information has to be flexible, allowing a student to receive it in different 
ways at different times. 

Digital learning systems are now becoming so sophisticated that they can respond to the students’ 
needs on a particular day, providing information in a way that is most effective on that occasion. 
In addition, students can now choose to learn in their own time, at their own pace, rather than at 
an appointed time and date when they may not be in the right condition to learn anything at all. 
Of course, there must still be a way of assessing progress, but that can also be measured flexibly. 
Some students will perform well in tests, while others thrive on continuous assessment. Providing 
options about how learning is measured means that examination stress is no longer a reason for 
failure.

Online systems enable students to select courses from different places of learning. A student could 
create a degree course from academic institutions on five different continents. Such courses create 
tremendous challenges for universities and colleges - if a student can pick and choose courses from 
anywhere, then the way on which courses are marketed and presented has to be persuasive. There 
is also the question of cost. Colleges in certain parts of the world will be able to deliver high-quality 
courses at much lower fees than others, and may attract many students who don’t want to be 
faced with significant debt. The impact of global competition between establishments in different 
countries could have a huge impact on economies.

There is also the question of global standards. Who is responsible for ensuring that courses in 
different parts of the world that offer similar course are educating to the same level? Of course, we 
already have a system that assesses courses globally when people move to another country, but it 
is often criticized, and is not robust enough to cope with the huge increase in online courses.

There’s also the question of whether all education could be delivered digitally. There’s a lot to be 
said for face-to-face interaction, in seminars, tutorials and one-to-one chats with professors. Here, 
the use of technology such as Skype (Skype.com) and Zoom (Zoom.us) can be a great asset. Both 
now allow live video chats, with up to 20 participants that offer an experience almost as good as 
being in the room.

Alan Stevens

THE GLOBAL CLASSROOM - HOW LEARNING 
IS UNDERGOING A REVOLUTION
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SHOULD LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT
ALWAYS INCORPORATE

INNOVATIVE WAY?

One aspect of the global learning that is as yet unresolved is the political dimension. If students 
can have access to information from anywhere in the world, that may change their attitude to the 
social and political mores in their own country. It could be truly revolutionary. Some countries, 
especially those with repressive regimes, have attempted to block and ban digital information 
from coming into their borders. It’s almost impossible to achieve, but nonetheless has resulted in 
criminal sanctions. It’s a much wider debate than I have time to address here, but perhaps other 
scribes may seek to address it in future articles.

Many people have thrown their weight behind global digital learning. Bill Gates is using his 
foundation to increase access for poorer parts of the world. He says: “The networks still aren’t there 
yet, but as they get out into poor countries, and as the device prices get to around the $100 range, 
that creates the possibility that you can use it as a financial digital debit card, or to instruct a farmer 
about what’s going on with the weather and when they should plant, or to help healthcare workers 
to learn how to track their activities and inventories. All sorts of ways of gathering data to get these 
systems working at high quality become possible with these digital tools.”

These global learning systems also provide opportunities for peer-to-peer learning. Global Kids, 
an after-school program in New York City, integrated game design into their Online Leadership 
Program for teens. Working with Global Kids staff and a game design company, a group of high 
school youth created “Ayiti: The Cost of Life,” in which players learn about poverty by assuming 
virtual responsibility for a fictional family in Haiti, making decisions about when to send children to 
school vs. work, and how to spend scarce resources.

Students not only share their research and ideas through technology within a classroom or school, 
but also share their learning worldwide through online publishing tools and websites that reach 
a global audience. One example is the International Insider student newspaper of the College of 
Staten Island High School for International Studies (CSI) in New York City. To cover topics from 
global warming to the conflict in Iraq, CSI students are in constant dialogue--using a free blogging 
program--with student reporters in other countries, such as Bahrain, Belarus, Egypt, Poland, and 
Syria.

So, overall, is the global learning revolution a good thing? I say yes, though there are still many 
issues to be addressed before the benefits may be fully realized. 

About the Author

The London based author is a Speaker, MC, Author and Reputation Specialist. He can be reached at 
alan@mediacoach.co.uk
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— is absent from your training plan, that should have been thought by the L&D team because 
it is always how systems issues can influence your innovation strategy consider these three 
characteristics of innovative cultures and ask whether each of them are more profoundly influenced 
by individual leaders or systems.

Another known feature of innovative cultures is diversity of people, lookouts, ideas, ethics and 
beliefs.  It is axiomatic that innovation requires iteration, constant challenge, testing, playing and 
randomness.   Innovative organizations require leadership that values and welcomes diversity.  
But again, leadership alone is insufficient.  Systems will drive (or diminish) diversity much more 
profoundly than will individual leadership.

Innovative organizations encourage risk, and understand failure. Without leadership that 
understands and contextualizes failure, risk will be a negative organizational value. Yet again, 
leadership is necessary, but insufficient. Leadership can pronounce and declare ’til the cows come 
home that risk and failure are a part of the value system in an organization; but if systems prohibit 
risk taking and punish failure, the result will be a risk-averse culture.   Where organizational systems 
link personal success to the absence of failure, there will be diminished risk-taking.  Systems will 
drive risk, not people.

So, if you feel a certain level of dissatisfaction with the outcomes of your innovation leadership, 
a certain unease about your approach to leadership training and development, consider this 
question:  Should you be thinking a little more about how you build systems, and a little less about 
how you develop individual leaders?  You might be surprised by where this reflection will take you.

True in the last few years there has been some tremendous improvement as far as organizations 
are developing talent and among the great changes that have taken place in corporate learning 
initiatives recently is the broadening of the skills and values being engaged. Besides and to build 
such a community requires imaginative and committed leadership. Like learning itself, however, 
the leadership of organizations is less top-down and more democratized. Rather than mastering 

specific sets of skills or areas of topical knowledge, education increasingly is a continuing journey 
marked by learning more and more deeply about our own capabilities while also serving and 
communicating with others. Today revolution is not about having a talent that digital and other 
learning opportunities help us to improve so much as being.

But sadly the truth is lots of L&D functions are in crisis mode. They find themselves in the unenviable 
position of either transforming or accepting extinction. Both options may seem equally scary, but 
really, only one is fatal. Transformation can be terrifying, difficult, and lengthy, but big dividends 
are often available for those who are brave enough to do it. There are continuous discussions on 
the future of L&D where we go from here that requires high-level process for transformation.

The typical transformation process falls within three main phases: rationalize, restructure, and 
reinvent. These can be summarized as follows

Is Innovation a buzz word in today’s context that has been used in almost in every field from schools 
to colleges to Govt. establishments, private firms and corporates? It seems no one is free from this 
word. Why are we so hyper to make everything that has a touch and feel innovation? Why is it so 
important in today’s scenario and many a start ups businesses are thriving on their innovative 
model?

To understand this lets find out the essence of it. Innovation is a product of culture (not individuals). 
Then culture is an emergent factor of systems (not individuals). Therefore, systems drive innovation 
(not individuals). But take a deeper insight to this, isn’t that the problem arises from not asking 
the right strategic question at the outset? What is the primary cause of innovation? Is it people 
or systems? This takes us back to the centuries-old debate over nature vs nature or people vs. 
conditions, think for a moment about CAUSING, and specifically ask the question: “How do we 
cause innovation?” And you will be surprised to see the following. 

In the words of Steve Jobs, the greatest Innovator of all times; “Innovation has nothing to do with 
how many R&D dollars you have. It’s not about money, it is about people you have, how you are 
led, and how much you get it.

True, innovation is always related to a lot of diversity. Diversity of perspective is always an outcome 
of systems. Programs that develop creative people, innovative teams, effective organizations and 
profitable revenue streams, should be the criteria for a learning organization.

In this information age most of the learners are known as informed learners: This has brought 
with it its own unique challenges. Today’s trainers and coaches are more challenged to provide 
information that the learners do not already know about, since the learners these days already 
come in with good information and knowledge. What they probably require is more coaching on 
the application of such knowledge and information effectively at their workplaces. However, this is 
a challenge. Companies are challenged to find trainers/coaches, who have enormous experience 
in the subject matter, whom the learners will develop respect for and accept before learning and 
imbibing from such trainers and coaches. Guess how many do we have among our environment 
who can do that?

If your organization is conducting innovation leadership training, the odds are it is failing. There is 
a very simple reason why: You are focused on training leaders to lead people, rather than training 
leaders to build and lead systems.

The so called culture that we are a part of always tends to place an inordinate amount of attention 
on the individual leader. We want to idolize our organizational leaders as heroes, and we want to 
think of individuals as the prime cause of things like innovation.  No wonder that when we set out 
to create training and development for innovation leaders we tend to think about the individual 
leader. As a consequence, we tend to think about what individuals can do in an organization to 
create or encourage innovation in other individuals. Therefore if we go about holding this logic 
then you may find that the most critical aspect of building an innovative organization — systems 
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Rationalize is to streamline, downsize, and simplify what the L&D department does. This is both a 
necessary and unsettling first step. It is necessary because until L&D has a complete picture of what 
is going on in the organization. Rationalizing enables L&D departments to free up wasted time, 
effort, and mind share and to identify resources that can be allocated in other, more effective ways.

Restructure is important to weeding out unnecessary, the waste, and the noise can go a long way 
to making a learning function more efficient, but it is not enough. Usually, a restructure is also 
necessary. L&D departments that don’t can find themselves in one of two situations. The goal of 
transformation should not be to significantly add or detract resources from the department. It’s 
actually to think differently about how resources are used. The restructuring phase helps to maintain 
the space and efficiency created during the rationalize phase by reordering and reapplying freed-
up resources in ways that better benefit the larger organization.

 If Innovation can address the economic, social and environmental challenges of globalization.
 The contribution of innovation to economic growth and well-being 
 The impact of globalization on development and innovation 
 Inclusive innovation 
 Education, skills and human capital 
 ICTs for development 
 Institutional frameworks for innovation policy

Finally Innovation has to be inclusive in nature without which must development is not possible. 
Because the environment has changed; it is more complex, volatile, and unpredictable.
 The skills needed for leadership have also changed—more complex and adaptive thinking      
              abilities are needed
 The methods being used to develop leaders have not changed (much)
 The majority of managers are developed from on-the-job experiences, training, and 
              coaching/ mentoring; while these are all still important, leaders are no longer developing 
              fast enough or in the right ways to match the new environment. Because if one insists on 
              being the same as everyone else, what can be achieved is always of limited nature.

Therefore as Mary Lou Cook once said “Creativity is inventing, experimenting, growing, taking risks, 
breaking rules, making mistakes and having fun which getting closer towards your goal. 

Strive for a GREAT life, not a perfect one. Trouble happens. Mistakes happen. Bad luck and misfortune, 
and yes, evil and tragedy happen. But good things happen, too. Excellence and wisdom, love and joy 
never go out of style. We never outgrow our desire for celebration, achievement, personal growth 
and new things. Innovation is the only way to survive in today’s tough market.
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MobiClik Contest 

Winners Dec 2016

Ekaksharaa conducts a MobiClik Contest every quarter to recognize the unidentified talent in 
photography of our L&D professionals. We have been finding the creative minds of the trainers 
beautifully capturing the snaps based on a theme. This quarter the theme was ‘Swacch Bharat’.

Here are the winners:

1st - Lopa Vyass, Mumbai Chapter
2nd- Arun Sahoo- Bhubaneswar Chapter.
3rd- Tuhin Banerjee, Bangalore Chapter.



Lopa Vyass, 

Mumbai Chapter

2nd- Arun Sahoo- 
Bhubaneswar Chapter

3rd- Tuhin Banerjee, 

Bangalore Chapter30
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L&D Global Bangalore Chapter 

Manish Sinha 

+91 96200 27959

Sai  Shankar , Chennai Chapter. 

Swaach Bharat starts from your desk.

This one is from samista Jena Kolkata

chapter- Swaach Bharat in the news paper.
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M Keshav: Chennai Chapter: Snap 
taken on 25/11/16 at the iconic 
Gateway of India at the Flag Off 
of our K2K SWACHH BHARAT Cy-
cle Rally organised by my Rotary 
Club of Madras Midtown. So SWA-
CHH was the Function fittingly

Kanak jain, Kolkata chapter

Arunn Bhagavathulu, Hyderabad Chapter, 
Swaach Bharat just can’t happen without 
a change in our mindset of treating public 
places as no ones business

Prof Bala Subramanian, assistant profes-
sor, Birla global university, GOTHAPATNA 
malipada, Bhubaneswar                       
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